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pluridisciplinaires. Politique de la ville. Protection judiciaire de la jeunesse. Aide juridictionnlle
qui transite par une association. Subvention de fonctionnement application de l'article L.
Acquisitions et commandes publiques dans le secteur des arts plastiques. Subvention de
fonctionnement Accompagnement des public. Insertion sociale. Mise en oeuvre des prestations
de tourisme social "vacances enfants" et "vacances familles". Protection et defense des
consommateurs. Subvention pour la formation des conseillers prud'homme. Subvention de
fonctionnement pour la mise en oeuvre des prestations de tourisme social "vacances enfants"
et "vacances familles". Subvention de fonctionnement. Versements de conventions. Subv
Fonctionnement Gestion des prestations de tourisme social "vacances enfants" et "vacances
familles". Coordination du service public de l'emploi. Centres d'accueil des demandeurs d'asile.
Participation au fonctionnement. Restauration collective. Subvention pour charge de service
public. Bourses scolaires. This is the best Boat Forum on the web, it's yours! Are you looking
for good advice about sailboats and yacht equipment and systems? Why not invest in one of
my sailing yacht books? It will save you money and valuable time. All you need to know about
your sailing yacht or trawler yacht and motor yacht systems. From marine electrical and
electronics systems to plumbing and sail handling, this is the place to find it. If you are
purchasing a used boat, or have boat for sale, or plan to take a yacht charter, all the information
you will need is here at the boat forum. So where do you start? There is a lot to know. I get
asked regularly about what is the problem, and more importantly and how to fix a problem. I am
not an armchair expert, but a qualified and practising marine electrician, engineer and a marine
surveyor. I do this for a living, and also I sail and cruise my own yacht for fun! I have built, lived
aboard and cruised several yachts, as well as year old Dutch barge in Europe and the chances
are that your problems have been my own. Thousands of people input with answers to
problems. What is your boat problem? Why not choose from one of my many books to help you
fix your problems. Here are some hot topics for the boat-forum:. This is just a fraction of the
plus questions that were posted, and it is hoped that this forum and bulletin board does the
same. The Forum is also a great place to look for spare parts that are hard to find, share your
problems and experience with others, ask questions, share stories and more about my books
and related topics and a lot more. Create your own web page every time you submit an article
and include great low resolution images as well. Use the Boat Forum as your own website.
Forum Editors Forum Rules! Don't insert or use any HTML code i. Don't insert any link codes.
Same result, post will be deleted. Don't use bad language or profanity as it will not be posted.
You need to insert a couple of sentences describing you problem and add an image if possible
as it helps others. If you insert just a couple of words using SMS speak the system will reject it.
Don't Spam the site with multiple submissions. We receive dozens of posts a day and it is quite
impossible to reply to more than just a few given this is a free site and I don't have enough time
given I have a day job. Save the problem description to the text, more detail means better
answers. If you are purchasing a used boat, or have boat for sale, or plan to take a yacht
charter, all the information you will need is here at the boat forum So where do you start? My
problem is when I put my starboard motor in gear and increase the rpm it a lows the motor to
â€¦. Engine starts and runs beautifully â€¦. I have a 22 foot wellcraft that when take it out on
water the nose fills with water under cabin and then starts backing up in stowage boxes Not
sure where â€¦. Any suggestions? Replaced fuel filter, IAC etc. But same problem before I paid
all the money. Just completed maintenance on entirety of Alpha MR stern drive â€¦. Every time
we fill the fresh tank the carpet gets soaking wet right outside the bathroom. Boat is hard to
control when idling. Once get out of no wake zone and throttle up no problem. What am I doing
wrong?? Accessories go off when engine is started! Was all working fine! Now when you start
engine, xr6 , all accessories go off! Bilge, horn, live well, depth finder! Shut off the engine and
they work â€¦. Is it shorting, â€¦. I just acquired this boat. After sitting for 2 years it â€¦. I
accidentally connected positive to negative. Tried starting it 3x before I realized the issue. The
boat will â€¦. What is its function in relation â€¦. I was removing the alternator on my mercruiser
efi and had the battery switch on and listining to the radio. I touched the back of the alternator
with â€¦. Starboard engine fine, port engine won't go over rpm and then knocks like bad gas â€¦.
The â€¦. I don't know what to check, any ideas where to start? It appears there are two in-line
â€¦. All other systems on boat receiving 12 volt power. One morning engines won't start. It has

been faultless in the 3 years I have owned it. A few weeks ago I took it out and it had a good â€¦.
The motor is hard to start and once it does start it idles ok. When you try to give it more throttle
â€¦. I have 86 merc cruiser 3. I take off and hammer down and dont get very far and the a solid
alarm goes off and then it spits and spudders for a while then it will run again and do â€¦. So I
pull the cord a little then it catches. This is annoying. Any ideas of what it might be? Volvo leg..
Ive read the wires rot out and sometimes the â€¦. Can someone pint in the right direction â€¦.
When I am traving across the water at about â€¦. Glastron Merc 4. I put in a new starter and a
neutral relay that's on top of the motor, but am still â€¦. I have a Mercury outboard serial 0C with
a leaky top carburetor. My problem is that â€¦. I have a Glastron SE with a volvo penta 3. My
boat with the same engine when you turn the switch on you â€¦. I purchased this motor on my
boat. Mercruiser - why wont it stay running? I bought a mericruiser 4cyl. It then starts cutting
out â€¦. My trim motor hums but does not move the prop. It seems to be stuck in the down
position. Pontoon motor runs and goes in forward and reverse but will not go faster when
engine revs up. We have a 24' Funtoon Pontoon. It has a 25 horse Mariner motor. The boat
refuses to speed up in forward or reverse even though the motor revs up â€¦. Boat ran great
when first purchased but got hot. After changing out impeller, fuel diaphragm, and cleaning out
carbs Tonight coming back from fishing I was running 50 mph and almost back when my engine
began to lost power and it began to jerk on me. I stop and it runs â€¦. Mercruiser 5. It doesn't
appear to be charging. Pulled alternator and had it tested. It is â€¦. I suck a water â€¦. I went from
a 19 pitch to 21 pitch prop but dont think â€¦. Thank you. But I went to turn the key off and the
boat kept running. What do you think could be my problem? If I lowered it using the switch on
the engine it would â€¦. It is well maintained and has been an awesome boat. The problem
started when â€¦. I just de winterized and engine start but wheel don't turn and the water don't
come out from engine. It will start at shop but when we get it on lake it won't start. Take it back
and the guy replaces something â€¦. Engine get high Rpm in neural. Any one know whats the
problem or suggestion. Kill Switch issue? My Yamaha Ox66 OB turns over but doesn't fire off. I
can mess around with the ignition switch wire terminals and the kill switch wiring terminals â€¦.
I have replaced the keyed switch, pulled the starter â€¦. All gauges work and the tilt and trim
work. The solenoid does not click â€¦. Fuel getting to carb ok. Any ideas? It hasn't been started
in 2 years. The battery is fresh the gas and oil are new and the connection between â€¦. If you
turn key off and back on they shut off replaced both ign switchs disconected â€¦. The problem
is to get it to idle while it is in the lake It will idle all day â€¦. For the last few years now it barely
pees. A very weak stream. I have a 40 hp mercury force outboard that will hardly turn over. If I
take out the plugs she spins like mad. I have checked and cleaned all connections â€¦. Its a 3
cylinder engine. I have checked spark on the plugs and â€¦. I have had this boat only one week!
Prior to purchase, I ran the engine pup with muffs attached. All seemed ok. When I first took it
out, it would run â€¦. What is the most likely cause? When I hit the accelerator the boat starts
out fine. Once it â€¦. What is the recommended â€¦. Will only go up to RPMs at full throttle. Any
ideas how or what to do to cure â€¦. Need wiring diagram for a Lund Pro V 18ft - -where can I
find one? My electical power to my dash an other places in the boat are not working. Its dificult
to track anything as to where it goes. Can anyone send me a diagram â€¦. I have all ordered exc
ept wiring harness from moter to console. Then again but now it won't stop trying to turn over. I
disconnected the positive wire just â€¦. I have no interior lights or horn. When I push the button
to turn on the interior lights, the LED indicator â€¦. It works fine at the outboard motor, just not
at the throttle. What should be checked out â€¦. After running hard for 20 or so minutes full
throttle , all and I mean ALL electrical system shuts off, radio, radar, â€¦. With the help of
Raymarine I have determined thatit is possible that the electronics â€¦. Battery is fully charged
I'm a new boat owner as of last â€¦. Take half hour ride shut it down to have breakfast when
restart cannot get the rpm's over or it stalls out. Still â€¦. Have had this problem multiple times.
One time it will be the distributor module, one time the distributor pickup â€¦. I can not get the
nose of the boat up out of the water â€¦. No forward only reverse on 3. Launched it for the first
time went up to park my trailer came back reversed out of the dock â€¦. The flywheel was
turning, but after about 10 pulls it quit spinning while pulling the cord? Got boat back from
storage. Paid and receipt showed battery charged etc. Got home and found batteries dead.
Thought well I can charge them. I came acrossed a 50hp Yamaha and am wondering if the
throttle box, cables and such use the same mounting â€¦. Any thoughts on what the â€¦. Not
rated yet 90hp Mariner 2 stroke oil injected. The alarm goes off steady when tilted down in take
off position. When tilted up after boat planes off the â€¦. I'm just trying to charge the battery.
Starter engages after turning key several times. Have to actuate key several times to get starter
to engage. Not so bad after motor warms up but still have the problem â€¦. Modor cranks but
doesnt stay on. I have 4 batteries one for the engine and it won't click over. It beeps and cranks
up but then does not hold and just dies. Full of â€¦. Every time I let go of the handle it wants to

keep turning, usually to the left. Is there anything on the motor that â€¦. First I start out it does
fine, when go to move to another spot it shut down like I turned the key off. The motor that is on
the the star craft is a 50hp Johnson 2 stroke. And I'm trying to buy â€¦. Intermittently after a
week or so sitting, the engine appears to be locked up. Removed a spark plug and water or gas
â€¦. The interior is in rough shape and was told the engine ran but had â€¦. Squealing belts on
start up 4. The loud alarm went off but I ran it for at least 2 more minutes. I Shut â€¦. I took it out
and it fired up with about 25psi oil pressure drove about 10 minutes it wouldn't â€¦. Bow wants
to dig into water broach when decelerating. Also is very hard to balance with passengers on
board. It's my 5th boat and â€¦. There is a weird angle on the transom of the port side so I can't
just mount my trolling bracket. The only trouble is I have no idea what the front monitor panel is
suppose to include â€¦. I purchased it used a month ago, the only think i can tell â€¦. I own a Sea
Sprite and the "Throttle Only" button on the throttle lever does not seem to work - therefore the
boat will not start. It pulls hard to one side. Tried to adjust trim tab. Checked to make sure
engine was centered. Thanks, â€¦. The person that sold it to me could not get it to start I found
that he â€¦. We were out all day so Well, today motor started rev'd up real â€¦. Is tracker pro 16
ignition wire grey? It says connect grey wire to ignition wire. My question is what color is the
ignition â€¦. It's a Merc 6 cyl, hp. When the owner starts the engine green oil spits out if the
exhaust. I don't know if the engine â€¦. Coming out of the hole it is a dog. I've had a new prop
installed and the carbs adjusted, â€¦. The owner states the â€¦. It's slowly coming out from a
small hole in lower unit and also looks â€¦. Recently I had my carburettors serviced on my
YamahaC saltwater series oil injected 2 stroke. Switched out impellar, boat wont start. Not rated
yet I have and outboard fisher bass boat with a 50 horse mercury motor. I recently switched out
the impellar then I raised the lower unit back into â€¦. I want know if I took the neutral switch out
â€¦. I've left it for ages and finally got around to running it. I've got â€¦. Will start on either not
run on gas. Not rated yet mercury 30hp 30elo New fuel pump kit, new electric seloned. The
motor starts up good and idles great but after a while on the water. Out a new carb â€¦. The tilt
and trim is mounted on the center console and it works great. But due to traveling alot and after
paying a couple â€¦. I swapped coils and found that the problem is not the coil. It's always been
very good and starts immediately. It will turn over, and over and over, but â€¦. Then xmas eve
we put it â€¦. This happens â€¦. Replaced injectors and lower end pump propeller but every â€¦.
Need someone near Rochester, NY to creat custom mount for trolling motor on my Stingray Not
rated yet Need someone who can design a stainless steel mount to support a Minn Kota Terrova
80 with 60 inch shaft. With the wire harness going to the engine unplugged, the positive cable
removed from the battery and â€¦. Ok so why ask this question â€¦. Motor burned up and I have
found a Honda bfa that I would like to replace it â€¦. Have 16x I have a couple of questions, I
hope you can help. First the engine compartment only opens about a foot. Is this normal. About
4 months old. I just installed a digital hour meter wired to the ignition. My question is, if I just
have the ignition â€¦. Engine started great after the work. Boat sat for â€¦. Concern about
exhaust misting oil. Not rated yet 60 hp Evinrude with the VRO not used for oil, but mixed
manually. Hit something a few days ago taking a chunk out of the propeller. Replaced the â€¦.
Owner says original engine. Only starts when power trim puts it out of water. When put back
down, works okay! Will the steering â€¦. It has been sitting for 5 years. Cleaned out fuel system
and got it right but now â€¦. It won't turn â€¦. I have a Seadoo Challanger mercury hp M2 Jet.
Launched boat at low tide and and started motor in to â€¦. Oil 4. I realize that I should have put
in 90 W It looks like I should â€¦. Boat is in great condition but in need of a new engine since the
current one has a cracked â€¦. Not rated yet I was fishing with the trolling motor and heard
humming from the Force hp engine. When I tried to start it the battery was too low to turn it
over. Not rated yet Trying to figure out what the forward compartment is, in the floor deck. Was
told it was a live well but specs say only 1 live well for this boat. Possible â€¦. Hook up amp
meter probes to disconnected cables and shows no voltage??? What can â€¦. My mechanic
can't get into the lower end to replace it. By the looks of it, this has been an issue for other
mechanics â€¦. Rpm varies while cruising. Not rated yet My name is Randy. I have a Mercury, 50
hp, 2 cycle outboard on a pontoon. While cruising along at 3, rpm, the motor will at times not
always â€¦. In the engine compartment between the motors is a switch that is white about an
inch and a half by 3 to 4 inches long â€¦. I have a 85hp chrysler outboard that won't start. It
turns over but won't start. I'm getting spark and I changed fuel filter,I'm â€¦. I have â€¦. In the
process the drill bit I was using to enlarge the hole, came out of the drill. It fell down inside â€¦.
No idle mercruiser 5. It doesn't want to run at idle at all. If you let it warm up a lot it will allow
you to shift to drive. Engine runs OK, temp normal, oil â€¦. Motor dies when you let off the key?
Not rated yet I have a glastron gx with a 5. I have replaced â€¦. After it cranks, the squeal
continues. We have an oil injected â€¦. It's now three and a half â€¦. Motor Model? Motor is
skipping. Its not missing it just bogs down. I recntly damaged the prop and am in search of a

new one. I see some made of aluminum â€¦. The check engine light came on first and then the
"No Oil" light. I got my boat â€¦. The safety switch on the ignition broke and now I can't start the
boat. I was wondering drink if there was â€¦. I'm the third owner, the first was an engineer for
FourWiins who ordered it for his daughter. Johnson vro 3 cylinder 2 stroke has very faint spark
on middle plug on a spark tester. Has no spark on top and bottom cylinder. Disconnected â€¦.
Makes me think it's broke just about every time. Anything â€¦. Are there any changes i need to
do to this motor â€¦. Yesterday I had 4 people on â€¦. I fixed it and replaced all the burnt fuses
including the ones under â€¦. It runs great when I am accelerating and idling. When I attempt to
first shift into reverse or shift into drive it â€¦. Will I need to remove part of the flooring, or wall
coverings? When trying to plane the motor will die before it gets on plane. It shuts off like you
would â€¦. Replaced fuel lines, rebuilt carbs, ran fine for awhile then recently began racing on its
own when put in neutral. At first â€¦. I noticed earlier this season that the boat was running at
higher RPMs than usual and not reaching top speed. I have looked on internet to see if i can get
â€¦. I didn't know when i got it, that it had trim for the motor. I took it â€¦. Not rated yet Recently
purchased an old town Aquarius with a 3. When I'm "driving" it chugs and seems to want to
stall. If I put it in neutral â€¦. Just went to take it out driving with no wake then went to take off
and heard a noise and it went no where. It won't engage in gear. Does the alternator have an
effect on this system and what â€¦. I've rebuilt all 6 carbs replaced the water pump and now I
have troube plaining out and â€¦. Not rated yet I just rebuilt carbs, adjusted timeing, etc etc etc.
Put on a new motor and it looks like a tweaker was under the dash â€¦. It ran fine and all a
sudden started bogging down under load. Is it doable and if so explain best option. Im not sure
if I have a problem, but recently I had to have a drive shaft installed and during the process â€¦. I
have changed the fuel filter, checked cap and rotor, wires. It will shift and work in â€¦. Been
running great, last time out it developed a problem. Fires up idles great, when i get â€¦. Went out
Thursday for a day at the lake. Have owned a boat for 32 yrs. I did everything as usual. After â€¦.
After huge tornado like storm with pontoon in water feet of dock ended up in a twisted mangle.
Pontoon saved the rest of the dock â€¦. Any ideas - help. Can't get a sound out of it. Not rated
yet I have a donzi z20 that is driving me crazy. It runs great than barely holds idle. Seems like it
is not getting fuel. Not rated yet Sea Ray 5. Its like someone is dropping the throttle â€¦. Anyone
â€¦. My problem is that when I trim up or down the accesories â€¦. Is there a valve petcock that
needs to be turned on to provide gas â€¦. The boat was running fine while in gear then when put
in neutral â€¦. Pickup module on 89 Rinker 4. When running the boat runs good but when you
slow down to idle if it dies, its done. Any idea why this â€¦. Just did carb job on it thinking old
gas had messed it up. Still runs the same as before,it idles fine but â€¦. Electronic throttle for a
20ft Four Winns? Not rated yet Do you know if anyone makes a side mount electronic throttle
for a 20ft Four Winns? My throttle has always been sticky just above the lowest idle. First
backfires a couple times then cuts out. Then can't get it firing again. Got the sensor replaced
and ignition module â€¦. This boat used to go 48 to 52 miles an hour. But now the best I can get
is I change the fuel â€¦. I shut it down and my neighbor suggested it might â€¦. Just looking for
some help here. I have a Seadoo Challenger Jet Boat. When the boat is out of water I can rev up
to RPMs. Boat starts right â€¦. I have tried nitro and lowrance but no help with â€¦. Then when
idling it drops to hold pressure about What could it be if it's not a faulty gauge? Hooked battery
up backwards on volvo penta 7. After running and motor is hot I turn the key to off and the
motor still runs. I can still â€¦. Runs good for about five minutes then it sputters and dies. I have
changed fuel sources and fuel filter. As it dies I â€¦. Fuel problem? Not rated yet I have a 97
stratus pro v. Carbs have been rebuilt, new fuel pump,and new gas lines all â€¦. Not rated yet At
low idle hear a beeping sound what could it be. Alarm driving me to deep end Not rated yet
evenrude vro disconected, new waterpump, drained gas tank replaced water pump, from gas
tank removed a small shop rag, yes a shoprag from â€¦. Not rated yet My boat was overhauled
two years ago. It was not used last year. When I went to start it yesterday it wouldn't fire. The
battery is good and the spark â€¦. Also the speedometer isn't workng and the rpm is not
accurate. We noticed the temp gauge first The boat seems â€¦. The starboard engine has about
hours on it since the engine was completely gone â€¦. Changed the ignition switch and have the
same problem,i t won't shut off by key or kill switch. It will also start with the â€¦. Not rated yet
Went to lake with my 20' bay liner 4. The boat starts fine, runs fine as Im cruising the lake. I can
accelerate slowly to full throttle and all is good. However, â€¦. If i remove it to check will i need
to replace the gasket. I've been fixing up the boat for a couple months now and I finally was able
to â€¦. We took it out for a spin around the lake and as we were headed into the no wake the
power bogged â€¦. The motor has approximately hours and has been a great engine. I changed
the Impeller â€¦. Trouble keeping my boat motor running. Not rated yet My son has a 24ft
bayliner. It then dies. Skeeter Starfire fish and ski boat â€¦. Can a prop make that big a
difference? When I throttle back it goes back into gear. Have replaced the foot â€¦. Seems to be

getting plenty of fuel and spark. I just replaced the coils and plugs last week and it â€¦.
Automatic bilge pump quit working. It would work normally with the dashboard switch. Found a
broken wire in one of the connectors â€¦. New mercruiser 6. Only covered 17 hours and I have
found remains of the serpentine belt â€¦. Does anyone know hot to fix this â€¦. Just changed
trigger. And switch box. Anyways, when I put it on the water. It pops right up out of the water.
Then it won't â€¦. The same thing happened a couple of years â€¦. Not rated yet Ok so I just
bought a boat from a family member that hasn't taken it out in the last year. The engine is a 40
HP efi 4 stroke mercury. Model â€¦. I can't even move it to forward manually â€¦. Markham
whaler 4. Twin 35s that are just about stuffed. In other words they are stuffed. Would like to
replace them with a single â€¦. Today we took it out on the river and going at a good pace 20
mph and all of a â€¦. Beeping noise resolved!! Not rated yet I posted earlier about a beeping
noise coming from the console of our Four Winns Horizon. It turned out to be low on lubricant
in the reserve. Anyone know why this is? We put 15 gallons of gas in and it's still beeping. It
starts fine and runs fine at high speed, but once we try to idle, it dies. We are new to the boat
ownership thing â€¦. How do I install the seats in a Galaxie? Not rated yet I have taken on my
bosses unfinished project which is a 79 Galaxie, I have laid the new carpet and can't find any I
formation on how to put it back together â€¦. No power to dash on 4. Impeller shaft is threaded
and Im told they do not make a threaded impeller any longer. Won't restart after running till
cools down. Had rough time when we did not realize ethanol had â€¦. However in forward full
throttle it seems not to advance. I have replaced the gas, used sea â€¦. Recently purchased a
new boat and not familiar with inboard engine and out drive. Not rated yet Couple questions. I
recently bought a aero craft with Mercruiser Should their be water in the bottom of the engine
compartment â€¦. Won't stay running! Not rated yet We just re-apholstryed my boat and after
getting every thing back together the engine won't stay running. It will start and run in starting
position but â€¦. It didn't sound like it came from the motor, it sounded â€¦. I tried to turn key
nothing. I then pooped â€¦. Not rated yet hi have a mercury efi. Yesterday as we left the marina
the buzzer under the dash went off for probalbly a minute then it went off? What â€¦. It starts
right up and idles perfectly, but once you give it throttle its sputters â€¦. I purchased this boat
yesterday and the motor worked as it â€¦. New here. I was going across the lake today going
about 45mph. I heard a clunk. Slowed down didn't hear anything no alarms sounded fine at idle.
I go to start engine and fires up but when I release the key to run position the motor shuts â€¦.
Trim problems when loading boat. Not rated yet When loading my boat with motor trimmed up
some, the motor will drop back down when I give it some gas to help load boat. I don't know
what is going on â€¦. It works fine when boat is not under power. It also has â€¦. I need to know
where the yellow wire with green stripe connects to tilt switch or does it connect some where
else? It's a â€¦. I'm only getting 5mph on the lake. I'm being passed by row boats. What can I
look for? I've changed the spark plugs. It has â€¦. Not rated yet My OMC 5. Although I put very
few hours on it each year, it's been about 8 years since I had someone replace the â€¦. It has a 6.
Once underway ok at idle but will stall out after about 1 to 2 minutes on plane. All fuel â€¦. Also
â€¦. We were out on the water today everything was going fine, we were cruising at around when
all of a sudden â€¦. Not rated yet Will not go forward or reverse. Can rev. I know the red is hot
and black is ground. Mine has an idle speed Needle up top and a plug in the bottom. It raises
real slow and keeps dropping on it's own. I've been trying to fix it for almost a year, â€¦. The
boat idles great and you can get the rpms up on the water hose. Put the boat in â€¦. Picture in
book â€¦. Drained the fuel cell â€¦. I can probably get this boat â€¦. Last year it overheated and
melted a part. I had it fixed by boat mechanic â€¦. Also when I am using it it will be â€¦.
Everything else seem â€¦. Battery is fully charge. Why is this happening. When I squeeze the
fuel bulb to get fule to carburators the fule leaks from the fuel manifold port entrance. It has two
â€¦. Not rated yet replaced motor in my boat, took engine out, but got in a hurry didn't keep
track of how many washers were on the front motor mount. Tested it out, ran â€¦. We never have
had a boat but everytime we get on our boat 3 times so far we always â€¦. Where's my power?
Not rated yet Hi! First year with a Sea Ray Sundancer Just got it in the water, and I cannot find
the electrical panel! All I found is 2 black switches in â€¦. It has a gauge below the throttle arm
that has a dial on it and you can move to right or left. The gauge says "empty" to â€¦. Boat starts
no problem first crank when trailered in. Then do a loop get boat to operating â€¦. I have all the
bolts off plus the linckage disconnected and the lower unit still won't come off. I am trying to
get to the water â€¦. I have never had this problem before but this past weekend while fishing a
tournament i had this happen The only problem is that when it is turned on it shouldn't be going
full throttle already â€¦. The boat cruised only at mph. Two years after trying to find out why it is
so slow I was told it is â€¦. I replaced my fuel primer pump. What is the purpose of the red lever?
What is the start up sequence? It's in the raised position and won't go down. The motor seems
to work o. After we got past no wake zone, we â€¦. Her boyfriend test drove it 2 days before

purchase and everything â€¦. Before we left home. I have a very confusing problem that nobody
can help me with. She fires right up in the morning and idles great. Last year the economy unit
went up and I replaced it and all seem to be fine. Then towards the â€¦. It will only turn one way.
How do you fix this and what is wrong. Could it be the cable? Yamaha outboard hp. Motor
missing when trimmed down??? Not rated yet ,94 Johnson v4 cuts out until you trim motor up
Can't see anything wrong. I ran it for about an hour and she ran great. Later in the evening, â€¦.
It runs at idle to troll no problem at ft and below. However if I take it to ft or higher it stalls â€¦. I
changed all the plugs fuel filters and cleaned the carbs and â€¦. Was also properly winterized.
Well I took it out for the first time started up great. This happens from forward or reverse to
neutral. Replaced IAC valve and temp â€¦. It is only setting around rpm. I had to replace the dash
panel plastic dash gauge holder and that meant removing all the gauges. Put everything â€¦. I
even caulked the screw holes as I replaced the â€¦. All of a sudden the alarm came on and boat
stopped running. Started â€¦. Purchased a 14' cajun boat has 25hp mercury. Only getting 9 mph
at full throttle. It turns over and clicks but won't start. Any suggestions?? It gets on plane and is
usable but when the tanks almost empty â€¦. It was like i had no spark and was flooded. Once
â€¦. Not rated yet My optimax has an alarm as soon as i start it up. Have rebuilt carbs, replaced
plugs, replaced coil packs, replaced power pack, checked flywheel key and it is fine. When at
full throttle I get a squealing nosie from the engine, Almost like a loose belt on a car. When I
back off the â€¦. I am replacing the carpet. Can it be adjusted? I have tried to locate the source,
but the pump is located behind the â€¦. No problem finding Reverse or Neutral, but refuses to
slot into Forward, the tiller handle holds â€¦. Maybe water in fuel Not rated yet mercury hp has
no spark on plugs 1,3 and 5 after the motor stopped peeing for about 5 min. It did not stop
running or over heat all the way but â€¦. My trim switch stopped working at the same time. It's
like I have blown a fuse or breaker but I cannot find â€¦. Not rated yet Looking for help. Right
bank cylinders run at 45 degrees C left bank at 65 degrees C - left bank is the nominal degrees
F. Looking for cause of lower â€¦. I have a mariner hp engine. I can prime the bulb crank it and it
idles great an will run half throttle an even full â€¦. Go out into the lake under normal driving
conditions it starts stalling out or even die. Replaced module Plugs Fuel â€¦. So was thinking
old fuel run the bout at 8 knots for a bout 30 mins have a fish for â€¦. What engines? Not rated
yet I own a Bayliner that has been well taken care of, but like all older boats I need some small
pieces and parts. First, what engines are in it? I installed spotlights for steaming but didn't
connect to any motor wiring. Not rated yet My 27' Baja mpi ideals and starts fine but when you
give it gas backfires then I work throttle and it finally stops backfiring an run ok but then â€¦.
The tilt trim itself works fine, just the gauge not working. So today I went for my first run. Boy
was it fun! Then when I'm â€¦. I have a mercruser compleat. The Sunbird had a 2. This thing is
doing my head in. I can take it out and it runs fine all day. Get â€¦. My boat has a three valve for
main and reserve. Can I just connect the trolling â€¦. Have tested and sent to a shop and total
tests include: trigger, stator, powerpacks, switch boxes, throttle â€¦. I have an hp Evinrude, I
think it is an model. I tilt it all the way up and it started linking fuel, I Trimmed it down â€¦. I drive
to my fishing spot about 20 mins at 20mph turn it off then after â€¦. Distributor cap replaced.
The overheat buzzer went off. I immediately turned it off. Now it won't turn over at all. Please
help. It's â€¦. The boat has a 2. Here's my problem? I have a Hunter I paid and boat hasn't started
since.. Plugs â€¦. Not rated yet Mercruiser 3. I broke mine off on the boat dock and cannot see a
way to get to the sidewall to screw a new â€¦. There has to be something out there, helppppp
please. Works fine in the manual position but in auto position there is a clicking noise coming
from the switch panel â€¦. I don't â€¦. Motor will crank but not start. No spark at plugs atleast
most of the time. I shered the flywheel pin and it had a bad backfire fixed that now â€¦. How do I
fix this or where do I need to start looking to find out what â€¦. Did not use it all year due to
health problems. I had to remove the flywheel and did not mark where it was. The outer part â€¦.
After it warms up it is fine. Any help would be appreciated. Thanks jim. Will not full throttle, revs
fine in neutral. Not rated yet The boat will not full throttle. It revs up in neutral just fine, but will
only go not even half throttle. And in reverse the outboard jumps out of the â€¦. Idles good and
runs excellent for as long as you want until I turn the engine off to fish â€¦. I was wondering
what full jeweled meant. Changed new plugs,noticed â€¦. Ran fine then today tried to star
without safety beside ignition â€¦. I changed the distributor, from points to an electronic. I
bought it on line, it has the base timing, to total â€¦. Will the motor â€¦. It does not go over o rpm
on the water. If I put the ear muffs on it will go to But it seams under a load â€¦. All other â€¦. I
bought a new house and have not taken the boat out fishing for 6 weeks. Last weekend I went
out on the lake and tried â€¦. The ignition fuse blows as soon as you turn the key to start. This
only happens sporadically, maybe â€¦. I am looking at buying a new truck and was wondering
what towing capacity and tounge weight I need to tow â€¦. I have changed everything I could
think of. Not rated yet Hello , hp on When cold or still hot starts fine. When it's in between it

won't sta running stalls. Water coming into seating area behind drivers seat. Not rated yet We
recently purchased a Bayliner Capri in great condition. However, when we go boat riding, water
comes into the boat by the back seat behind â€¦. I changed the water filter- did not help. Before
that the boat had started and run great all summer. Colors of 9 wires on new switch do â€¦.
Warning horn on Mercury outboard hp motor beeps continuously. Not rated yet Hello, Been
having an on-going issue with my boat motor that nobody can seem to resolve. Motor is a
Mercury hp outboard that has keeps having â€¦. Also when you plug into the mains does it
charge your batteries? Warm up at dock runs ,starts great rpm 15 mins start bogging down
slowly then no power. Throttle back to â€¦. Not rated yet Just purchased a Cruiser Yacht. There
is an acid like odor in the cabin area. The odor goes away after the boat is aired out but returns
if â€¦. We removed the hose, got the mot running and it goes fine. When â€¦. I fired up the star
oard engine with no issues and attempt d â€¦. Outboard motor revs for no reason. Not rated yet I
have an older pontoon with a 25HP Johnson Lately the motor has started racing with no
increase in forward speed. Have to decrease throttle to â€¦. Stranded in the river. Was traveling
at 20 and heard a faint whine and then the boat slowed to a stop but the engine still rev'd at We
thought it was vapor â€¦. We replaced the engine and now have 4 cylinders that aren't firing and
have no spark. Can anyone help â€¦. I have twin 's and tried messing with the trim but definitely
not getting full power. Not rated yet Throttle is wide open, and I'm lucky to get 5. My boat was so
smooth up to 23MPH last night on my way in. I have: Changed prop had new one anyways, â€¦. I
am getting Sometimes I can let off the throttle and it will quit. I have not had any trouble lately.
The engine is in good condition. I cleaned the carborator last year. Need help with buying a.
When I increase the rpms the prop feels like it is slipping. I recently upgraded the prop to a 17
pitch, will only go 26 mph with rpm's â€¦. Is this normal? Took it out yesterday and ran for a bit
then won't start. Pulled â€¦. Thinking it was because of low â€¦. From the beginning it has not
held prime very will. Will need to prime it off and on while trolling, etc. Spun hub or bad clutch
dogs? Not rated yet I bought a used pontoon. It has a 90 HP Tracker motor. On my first visit to
the lake I found I had a problem. Every time I attempted to speed up, I would â€¦. I maintain
everything very well, â€¦. Is there anywhere to get a book that will tell me about the â€¦. When I
accelerate past about rpm, warning horn goes off which stays on until I take it out of gear. All
gauges read â€¦. It has ran great for the year I've had it but it randomly with just drop off to an
idle from full speed. It generally does â€¦. Then when I kill the engine and try to start it again it
won't start. After minutes it will start and run â€¦. Hooked Yamaha 90 back up and turned key.
After deciding I was going to go out to the big water I passed a few boats in idol not to make a
rude wake for them. When passed â€¦. Boat was running good as normal, drove alot and
anchored out a few times too. Went to start it and it didn't want to run. After a minute, it goes
away. It is my understanding that this could be a belt problem â€¦. I replaced the propeller with
the spare. I spent the rest of the day â€¦. Upon attempting to re-start the boat, it would not. It will
turn over but â€¦. The problem is that the trim up will not work, it will only trim down as well as
theres a 20 amp fuse that â€¦. I am not sure if the engine in it is the original engine, and if it is;
who â€¦. Not rated yet motor is sluggish out the hole and i am not getting full top end.. I don't
run bildg pump â€¦. The boat had been sitting for a couple â€¦. I ,Ken, get a no-oil alarm on my
evinrude 90hp. It worked great. Frist time â€¦. But out of gear i can rev them perfectly. I bought
this 72 starcraft. Motor wiring looks sound. Previous owners â€¦. It is stuck in forward. I suspect
the shift control and been told that part is no longer available. I did notice an occasional alarm
beep but thought â€¦. What caused this and what would you recommend to fix it? I cleaned fuel
tank,changed filters, new carb and cut rotten floor out and â€¦. It is powered by a hp Yamaha
V-Max.. The fuel gauge will does not register. Is a Moeller sending unit compatabale â€¦. It
thought it was just a dead battery but turns out â€¦. When running of the Port side fuel tank we
boat will slowly lose power and only run â€¦. And friend that has done this before helped me out
and forgot to put the motor in â€¦. I hit something in the river, probably a sandbar and alarm
sounded and low oil light went on. I know I need a new fuel pump but they dont make them. So
has anyone figured â€¦. Any body come up with a fix. Not rated yet I have a Stratos Mercruiser
inboard. It will crank but won't stay running. Newer motor with about 40 hours on it. This is the
first time in 3 years I took it out. Fired right up and ran â€¦. Turns over but won't fire up. Cleaned
it out but where to go from there? The switch runs the bow and stern lights. Only hours on the
Volvo engine. Ran perfectly last season. We winterized it, stored it inside, then refueled this
spring. Not rated yet Not long ago, I hit a large wake and all of a sudden my Johnson 40 hp
came down from high rpms and will only go back up now and then. Each cylinder has â€¦. The
boat is equipped with the Volvo Penta Joy stick. At the â€¦. I can seem to get full power at full
throttle. Only will go up to rpms under a load but when its in â€¦. While out fishing the motor
started knocking, or more like "clacking". Runs fine, â€¦. Now the motor won't turn? Looking for
answers. I've put in all new fuel lines and vent hose, electric fuel pump, new â€¦. I pulled the pin

on the shift lever and moved it in every direction I could think â€¦. The windows open for
ventilation and have twist pressure locks. End of day ,unhooked fuel line and let run till fuel ran
dry. Go to start next day and won't start. Help â€¦. Went back a week later and the motor will not
start. I am looking for advice on what and where to look for the problem. Tried restarting and it
would turn over but â€¦. Is this something that can be done without removing the motor? Took
the boat out 2 times this year. The first time the boat ran OK got up on plane and sputtered â€¦. I
have changed batteries and replaced my positive lead post connection. The switch â€¦. Start it
up, engage shifter-stalls. It stalls in forward and â€¦. Didn't want to leave radio on for awhile
without knowing for â€¦. New filters, lines, rebuilt carb, rebuilt fuel pump, New plugs. Idles fine
starts fine then dies like â€¦. I need a wiring diagram as they don't have the main switch on the
dash wired up. This one has the two small wires and is not â€¦. Where to start â€¦. It is the main
piece of upholstery that â€¦. I was told the motor froze and busted. Not sure if it was the block,
the exhaust, or what. JUst looking for some â€¦. The manual does not show the particular tach.
Motor is â€¦. Have replaced â€¦. The boat runs great. Start up first thing purrs like kitten. You
can run â€¦. I changed the carb but it still won't work. Please help â€¦. It has 2 lounge chairs in
the back, a console seat and 2 seats next to the console â€¦. I put in a new blower and it still
does not work. Also have to jiggle wires occasionally because it stalls. After driving â€¦. Runs
great for about 30 minutes. Then will just go to idle. No more. Does this sound like a fuel pump?
Losing power after planes off?? Not rated yet Hi, I am thinking about buying a used sea Doo
challenger. However the seller tells me that the boat runs fine except it loses power after it
planes off. Full â€¦. The engine runs fine after starting and taking it on a run. It's when coming
off a cruise â€¦. Why is this happening and what is the button? Took it out a few times then it
started dying on me and wouldnt start back up. Now if i â€¦. Sazuki outboard grinds when going
into reverse and won't stay in reverse. Not rated yet I just bought this pontoon and I am new to
boating. My first voyage was a little disapointing. I launched the boat ok but the motor made a
grinding â€¦. The solenoid is attached to the bottom and the two small bolts â€¦. Any â€¦. I'd like
to install a stainless steel prop but have no idea what â€¦. I have been out of the country for 23
years doing mission work in South Africa, and have lost track â€¦. It was our first time we owned
a boat with a inboard engine. As we drove â€¦. Not rated yet Ok we were changing the battery on
our boat and when my husband hooked the new one up we could here the tilt or trim running
constantly so what do we do â€¦. I am perplexed why that would happen. It has been a week
since I was on â€¦. Bravo 3. Yamaha ob turns over will not fire. Not rated yet When I turn the key
the motor turns over. If the two small dash lights come on it will start. I was able to turn key on
and off until lights came on then â€¦. What size battery should I purchase â€¦. I hooked it up to
the ear muffs and started it up for the first time this year and it idles very â€¦. It will start but will
only run as long as the starter is engaged, once the key is returned to the â€¦. Well, mine on the
boat I just bought needs to be replaced, â€¦. If I straight wire any accessory then everything
works. There is a small white thing on the back of my boat that has a hose running to it that I
would like to disconnect, so â€¦. I'm trying â€¦. The gasoline tank is a below the deck 24 gallon
tank. I have removed the gasoline from â€¦. Not rated yet i have a bayliner with a volvo penta
inboard its my first boat it looks really nice, its pretty much well kept i just replaced the interior.
Not rated yet My motor runs great and is very dependable in starting. When I sit in the water at
the boat ramp and idling for awhile or am going slow through a no wake â€¦. Not rated yet The
oil light goes off while running at open throttle and rpm's when I reduce speed the horn goes off
a couple of times and then it did this while â€¦. Power trim and tilt Will operate the cylinder up
without a load When trying to crank the engine it just clicks. I have proper volts on battery and
starter. The red fuse holder below â€¦. P Mercury outboard. Starts fine and idels fine. When I put
it in gear it moves fine at low speed. When I push the throttle forward to speed â€¦. Starting my
boat. Not rated yet I have a hp merc. I bought them new on my new Tundra 20 boat. Becouse of
health reasons I have not â€¦. I then turn the boat â€¦. If I push the button on the shift lever, the
cold start button, to give it more gas, it will â€¦. Switches on the dash for Bayliner Trophy Mo.
Alpha 1 drive stuck in the up position. Not rated yet I have a boat with 4. The problem is, the
drive unit is stuck in the up position. When trying to lower â€¦. Not rated yet RPM gauge not
working checked out the wiring all looks good power to the purple wire when the keys on gauge
needle flickers. I'm not sure what the gray â€¦. Not rated yet I have chrysler tri hull boat when
just riding the boat goes 35 it has a johnson 88 hp motor I just put on my chryler 70 hp stopped
working sso I put this â€¦. Took it out for the first time yesterday since last summer. Started fine
but once it warmed up it would â€¦. So we were out crusing around on Saturday and our motor
suddenly died. It started again OK but did the same thing under â€¦. Not rated yet Looking at a
Four Winns Horizon Can't uncover boat because of snow. Owner knows it is a 5. Not rated yet
Sylvan pontoon boat. When I turn on the key everything starts and all gauges seem to work fine
but all the while the key is on the fuel gauge alarm â€¦. I had the propeller come off and became

lost. Went out â€¦. Engine Hatch won't raise when the switch is pressed. Not rated yet I have a
Rinker which has an electric engine hatch. There is a switch box on the starboard aft which has
power switches and fuses. In the box â€¦. Thanks John. I bought it over the summer and it ran
very well, plugs had been replaced and carbs rebuilt prior to my purchase. Today on the â€¦. Not
rated yet running 2 yamAha v6 hp one motor starts one turns over but don't start what could be
wrong? New motor and engine back fires. No trouble with reverse. It was running fine. When I
loaded it in the trailer and started to lower the tilt it stopped working and now the key will â€¦.
Evenrude on 20ft. Not rated yet In high gear will not go faster than an idle. And really drinks the
gas. Rebuilt carburetors and changed the prop no help. Am I missing a master kill switch
somewhere? The kill switch on â€¦. I have tried searching for this â€¦. Launch and run to a spot,
fish for a while, and then the boat won't start. Engine turns over and over but wouldn't start.
When I tried to restart my boat it would not turn over â€¦. I took it to a shop and they rebuilt the
carb, cleaned out the jets, replaced the fuel â€¦. Marina i took it to is telling me the gas tank
needs to be cleaned â€¦. I replaced the spark plugs but still the same thing I think the coil â€¦. I
was out fishing Sunday. The alarm went off and the light that looks like a throttle handle lit up
on the gauge. I went to check on the L0drive now it won't work. Does someone â€¦. It has a very
weak crank, seems like a poor battery. But, I have new marine battery â€¦. Moving the throttle
will increase speed. The engine will run at â€¦. Got bad gas some dirt in it. Once running it will
stay running if It's full throttle , but once you let off it will â€¦. How can I get the hatch open? Not
rated yet starcraft select 17s fuel tank capacity? When I go to start it, it act like the started is
dragging. You have to turn the key a few times until the â€¦. Beeping sound started beep beep
beep. Need to find out how to refill. Internal gas tank size? Not rated yet I have a very nice
Tracker Magna It has an internal fuel tank. Does anyone know how many gallons this tank
holds? I have heard everything from 12 â€¦. Today after arriving at my favorite fishing spot the
trolling motor acted as if there was no power to it. I tried several â€¦. I dont what they are called
â€¦. When it is running no water comes out. I had a new watr pump installed and still no water
comes out. Good boat, bad boat, lots of issues, â€¦. When you turn the key to the start position
the solenoid just clicks. Not rated yet I have a hp mercury force, it has run well all summer than
when cruising at almost full throttle out of know where a sudden loss of power and â€¦. Not
rated yet my steering wheel is stuck on one side and does not turn on bayliner hp mercury
force? The problem occurred a year ago â€¦. Not rated yet Is it legual to operate a 10 foot boat
with only a trolling motor without being registered? Boat ran fine for an hour and then would
not go above at wot. It would â€¦. On a Johnson Fast Strike Matched to the boat. Very clean and
low hours. Anybody know how to trouble shoot or repair? I had it goin an it began to get close
to runnin hot so I pulled in to a cove to let it cool Down. When I bring it back to idle and start
over it will run fine. The engine is putting â€¦. I slow down and it stops, but the problem â€¦. Is
what size fuel tank came factory in this boat? Fuel tank guage is reading is full. Tank is actually
less than half full. Not rated yet Want to know if the issue is related to a blown fuse problem or
broken fuel gauge. I have a mercury hp , it start but the steering wheel isstuck frozen on one
side fully? Not rated yet I have a mercury hp , it start but the steering wheel isstuck frozen on
one side fully? The boat hasn't been started in a couple years. Any Thoughts of what â€¦. I've
noticed that the boat is very difficult to turn left - especially when you fill it up with â€¦. It's a
Suzuki df50 engine. Can hear pump no water comes out??? The flame arrestors say hp and the
valve cover gives serial number and says Is there something â€¦. Prop od prop shaft? Not rated
yet My bayliner Capri is losing power at 10 mph. Engine revs high and sounds like prop shaft is
spinning out. Any help?? The power hatch isn't working, everything else is. How do I get into it
to troubleshoot, with the rams I can't lift it manually. Not rated yet starter bearly turns engine
over when trying it a couple of times and then it turns over ok. Also get spikes in the amp. I now
have power to everything â€¦. It seems to flood out trying to restart. After waiting minutes â€¦.
Pro V oil injection. We were out on the lake a few weeks ago and we lunched out and the â€¦.
Rebuilt carb because it wasn't winterized and it didn't fix the problem. As soon as you hit any
reasonable size wave the power â€¦. We could hear clicking but the motor will not raise. We
turned the screw on the motor port â€¦. Not rated yet Thanks for reading. I have a glastron with a
5 cylinder Volvo Motor. It turns over but does not start. Took off fuel line before the carburetor
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